How disorder controls the kinetics of triplet charge recombination in semiconducting organic polymer photovoltaics.
Recent experiments by Rao et al. (Nature, 2013, 500, 435-439) indicate that recombination of triplet charge-separated states is suppressed in organic polymer-fullerene based bulk-heterojunction (BHJ) photovoltaic cells exhibiting a high degree of crystallinity in the fullerene phase relative to systems with more disorder. In this paper, we use a series of Frenkel-exciton lattice models to rationalize these results in terms of wave-function localization, interface geometry, and density of states. In one-dimensional co-linear and co-facial models of the interface, increasing local energetic disorder in one phase localizes the interfacial triplet charge-transfer ((3)CT) states and increases the rate at which these states relax to form lower-energy triplet excitons. In two dimensional BHJ models, energetic disorder within the fullerene phase plays little role in further localizing states pinned to the interface. However, inhomogeneous broadening introduces strong coupling between the interfacial (3)CT and nearby fullerene triplet excitons and can enhance the decay of these states in systems with higher degrees of energetic disorder.